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•  1940 owner: Francis J. & Bertha Meyer 

 

• ’42 voter registration: Mrs. Ella Schmierer, housewife, Democrat & Mr. 

Henry J. Schmierer, bank clerk, Democrat. 

 

•  ‘49 phone book: Minges, P. A. 

•  ’55 Phone book: Arnold, H. A.  

 
2003 Historic Surveyor Write up. 
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•  From the early 1950s to his death at 82 in 1994, this was the home of 

Hubert Arnold, a multi-talented and wealthy eccentric and UCD professor of 

mathematics. 

 

• Over a period of 65 years Arnold collected some 1,800 artistically crafted 

ceramic pieces from almost 200 artists in several countries. These and his 

large antique camera and other collections were stuffed into this house and 

garage. 

 

• Valued at several million dollars, Arnold donated his ceramics collection to 

the Sacramento Crocker Art Museum, which made it a major exhibit in 

1989. 

 

• Davis water is not fluoridated in good part because Arnold was a major 

figure in a citizen campaign that stopped City officials from executing such 

a plan.  

 

• There is no City-planted Hackberry tree in the City-owned strip in front of 

533 E because Arnold disliked trees that were not “native” and “natural” and 

that bore eatable fruit. Over some years, he treated his city tree in ways that 

resulted in its death.  City officials acceded to his wish to plant the trees 

currently seen in the 533 planting strip. 

 

 (It is a sign of changing times that the level of neighborhood consciousness 

and concern makes it unlikely that anyone could any longer get away with 

Arnold’s brazen and public illegal behavior in killing City street tree. But in 

that period, no one seemed to care—or at least to think they had a right to 

object to what he was doing.) 

 

• After Arnold’s death, 533 was bought, I am told, for 18.6K by a young 

couple who loved the home and were rumored to have spent some 60K over 

several years in the 1990s in upgrading it.  
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Arnold was an iconic Davis figure who attracted attention, even in the 

form of artistic representation. Here is a photo of well-known local 

artist Donna Billick’s  sculpture of him titled “Portrait of Hubert A. 

Arnold.”  It shows Arnold as the bemused skeptic. (This piece is in the 

Crocker Museum collection.) 
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Jeffrey Briggs took this formal portrait of him that appeared in the 

1989 catalog of the Crocker exhibition. This show him as the Ethereal 

Reflective Elder. 
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